Rapid generation of detailed loss of heterozygosity profiles for routine diagnosis of gliomas.
Aberrations in the genomes of gliomas seem to correlate well with clinical parameters. Pertinent studies, however, rely on highly sophisticated methods, they require large amounts of high-quality sample material and/or they demand profound analytical expertise. Consequently, molecular tumour analysis has not yet been widely implemented in routine laboratory applications. We have developed an easy-to-perform approach for the rapid derivation of a detailed loss-of-heterozygosity profile from individual gliomas. DNA of PCR quality is extracted in a one-step procedure from routinely obtained material. A microsatellite-based marker set is used to detect the deletion status of genomic regions (i) with established diagnostic relevance, (ii) recurrently found deleted in gliomas, or (iii) generally associated with tumour suppressor activity. The complete profile comprises 25 regions and is generated from 64 markers multiplexed into 18 reactions. Illustratively, we present findings from an anaplastic oligodendroglioma; the molecular data for this tumour allow refined diagnostic and prognostic statements that could not be derived from histology alone. Our approach should prove useful in the routine diagnosis of gliomas. Simultaneously, research data for many highly relevant regions are generated in a comparatively simple and inexpensive way.